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Who Are We?

• A Decade in Microsoft 

• Friends 

• Authors, Speakers and Community Mentors

• Passionate about SQL, NoSQL and Big Data and Open 

Source Technologies



What is Spark?



MapReduce is great for batch processing, but users quickly need to 

do more:

More complex, multi-pass algorithms

More interactive ad-hoc queries

More real-time stream processing

More hybrid computing

As a result, many specialized systems are required to solve these needs

Why Spark? Beyond MapReduce

In many pipelines, data exchange between engines is the dominant cost!



Contributors per month to Spark

2-3x more activity than Hadoop, Storm, MongoDB!



Spark is the fastest in the industry

Spark wins Daytona Gray Sort 100TB Benchmark

We are proud to announce that Spark won the 2014 Gray Sort Benchmark

(Daytona 100TB category). A team from Databricks including Spark committers, 

Reynold Xin, Xiangrui Meng, and Matei Zaharia, entered the benchmark using 

Spark. Spark won a tie with the Themis team from UCSD, and jointly set a new 

world record in sorting.

They used Spark and sorted 100TB of data using 206 EC2 i2.8xlarge machines 

in 23 minutes. The previous world record was 72 minutes, set by a Hadoop 

MapReduce cluster of 2100 nodes. This means that Spark sorted the same data 

3X faster using 10X fewer machines. All the sorting took place on disk (HDFS), 

without using Spark’s in-memory cache.

Outperforming large Hadoop MapReduce clusters on sorting not only validates 

the vision and work done by the Spark community, but also demonstrates that 

Spark is fulfilling its promise to serve as a faster and more scalable engine for 

data processing of all sizes.

For more information, see the Databricks blog article written by the Reynold Xin.



RDD – Resilient Distributed Dataset

• Immutable

• Lazy Evaluated

• Cacheable

• Type Inferred



Spark Architecture…



Transformation vs Action…



The data analyst hub



What’s the notebook experience?

Notebook

Zeppelin interpreter concept 

allows any language/data-

processing-backend to be 

plugged into Zeppelin. 

Current languages included in 

the Zeppelin interpreter are: 

Scala(with Apache Spark), 

Spark SQL, Markdown and 

Shell.

http://tryzeppelin

Apache Zeppelin

Notebooks

bankText: org.apache.spark.rdd.RDD[String] = Mapped[1] at textFile at :17
defined class Bank
bank: org.apache.spark.rdd.RDD[Bank] = Mapped[3] at map at :21 

A Zeppelin notebook is like a 

web shell, connected to a 

Spark cluster, represented by 

a collection of paragraphs. 

Multiple languages can be 

combined in a single 

notebook, like Scala + SQL.



DEMO..



Contact

• Facebook Learning Group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/bigdatalearnings/

• Facebook Page:
https://www.facebook.com/MicrosoftBigData/

• Twitter Handle:

@debarchans / @asbassan

• YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/Debarchans




